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“I think the next century will be the century of complexity.”
Stephen Hawking

The challenges faced by official statistics in the 21st century are manifold. We are surrounded
by systems that are becoming substantially more and more complex. With the emergence of
new phenomena (e.g. globalisation, global demographic trends or sustainable development)
and complex realities that need to be meaningfully and timely captured by official statistics,
new patterns, routes and types of data have also been emerging, offering opportunities to
improve the relevance of statistics. These trends also offer new, potentially usable tools and
methods for the measurement of these changing phenomena.
Network theory is applied in multiple disciplines, including computer science, business,
economics, biology, particle physics, operations research or sociology, but it has so far
avoided the mainstream of official statistics. Network science is defined not only by its
subject matter, but also by its methodology. This methodology offers a common language in
which statisticians are not yet fluent.
The social network determines and reveals the spread of knowledge, behaviour and resources.
Consider a society that requires cooperation among billions of people, and communications
infrastructures that join billions of cell phones with computers and satellites. The
communication networks, describing which communication devices interact with each other,
are at the centre of the modern communication system. The business network is owned by the
business enterprise, where the aim of the network is to support the informational and
operational requirements of the business such as marketing, sales, accounting, and
manufacturing departments. The variety of relationships within MNEs between parent and
affiliations underpin the importance of dynamic capabilities in the global market. Trade
networks maintain our ability to exchange goods and services, being responsible for material

well-being. These systems are collectively called complex systems, capturing the fact that it is
difficult to derive their collective behaviour from the knowledge of the system’s components.
Attempting to provide a short overview of area of use for the network theory, the aim of this
paper is to share innovations and some of the most important tangible outcomes of network
analysis in official statistics (e.g. social network analysis, business relationship (EGR) and
migration settlements network), which helps us better understand globalisation and social
networks, reduce the burden of data providers, and achieve more accurate and efficient use of
dig data. The other goal is to show how network analysis can be used to help the resourceful
operation of statistical offices (namely, planning, controlling and management support). The
statistical offices themselves “produce” a lot of big data, but we might think them less
important than the data sources that are out of the office. Through examples I shall present
how the network analysis can support the modernisation processes of statistical offices: the
stakeholder analysis, use of the phone data and the electronic access control system of NSI to
reveal the real processes of statistical offices in comparison the theoretical ones.
In conclusion, network theory is a new innovative tool and thinking in our changing word,
which can help us handle the challenges and opportunities of the 21st century. The networks
do not stop at the borders of the countries, nor can they be examined effectively at country
level: they require collaboration at EU level. Given the important role complex systems play
in our daily life and in our economy, understanding and eventually controlling them is one of
the major intellectual and scientific challenges of the 21st century. It is a challenge that
European statistics cannot afford not to tackle.
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